
CUSTOMIZED ITINERARY

Exclusively offering
tailor-made FIT & small

group tours

DESTINATION EXPERTS

Ireland, Scotland,
England, Wales, Iceland,

Scandinavia, Australia
and New Zealand

TRAVEL AGENT PORTAL

Dedicated website providing 
white label solutions

AuthenticAgents.com

ANCESTRY TOURSConnection to the Past 



Dedicated travel agent portal AuthenticAgents.com
providing white label solutions for our travel advisor partners.

Ancestry Exploration
We offer highly customized travel services to assist your clients with 
visiting family villages and meeting with expert genealogists to delve 
deeper into their family heritage journey. Travelers experience the joy of 
discovering where they come from and with whom they share a common 
ancient past.

Many people trace their family histories back to Ireland and Scotland. In Ireland, major 
highlights for ancestry travelers are visiting the Irish Emigration Museum in Dublin, a 
spectacular showcase of Irish history through the ages, and meeting with in-house 
historians at the Irish Family History Museum. Here, unearthing lost stories from a family’s 
past is a real possibility.

On their authentic journeys, your clients will be able to combine history with genealogy. 
They will see the local color, scenic and historical sites, and learn about the changes over 
the centuries. They may visit local museums and galleries to see artifacts from the period 
relevant to their family history. Ancestry travelers may find themselves in a village where 
the way of life has barely changed over the centuries or one with a recreated demonstration 
of the ways of life in the days of yore.

My family and I had an unbelievable time in Ireland! What we thought was going to be just 
a fun ancestry trip, turned out to be a life-changing experience. After sharing some of our 
known family history with Amanda, she came up with an itinerary that surpassed our
expectations. In Dublin, she coordinated a meeting with the staff at the research library in 
Trinity College, where our ancestors studied medicine. We were able to look over records 
dating back to when our ancestors were enrolled. She did so much research for us that we 
actually ended up meeting a distant cousin we had no idea about! Thank you Amanda for 
making our ancestry search one we will never forget!
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Connection. To a place. To its people. To the culture.
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